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Maine’s MOLLOCKET and METALLAK: Adherents of God’s Secret Spirit Signal, SSS, Applied Physicists of the EMF/Manitou, Doctors, Reincarnationists, "Potlachers," Confidants of the Powerful, and, they Did Own the Land. JENNIFER ANDRADE, NADJA FERREIRA, Camaragibe, PE, Brazil, ROGER D. MC LEOD, Univ. Mass. Lowell — Northeastern “Indians,” reputed to “make the weather,” actually, from youth, observed earth phenomena, including SSS. These are subtle and barely detectable visual artifacts of the electromagnetic field, special information that led/leads to their spiritual belief in reincarnation, which came from the EMF/SSS communication, backward and forward, (up to) seven generations. It commands communal, democratic, “potlatch” redistribution of accumulated wealth, Mother Earth’s bounty, from their land, gifted by “The Great Spirit,” Manitou, Peru’s Nari Huallac, “Serpent God.” Genetics established the non-Asian origins of 1/3 of North American Indians. Linguistics indicates a major impact westwards to us. MILLInocket is “Adherent of God (Spirit-signal) monk Cathar.” Katahdin, with a shared root, has Manitou. After 1820, Gov. E. Lincoln and at least one US senator went westward to MetALLAk; his biography is by a Rumford, ME Knight of Pythias. Why? MOLLOCKET frequently asserted ownership of western Maine. “Great Council Fires,” religious “Law Things,” were at Merrymeeting Bay in pre-Colonial times. “Medicine men/priests” often participated as their applied scientist-statesmen.
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